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9. Ordered projective planes 
The intuitionistic theory of ordered projective planes has been developed. 
by HEYTING in [3] and in a number of (unpublished) lectures. TLe 
reduction of cyclical order to (linear) order is treated in [3, § 15]. 
Definition 20: An ordered projective plane is an ordered quintuple 
(II, A, E, #, I) (see def. 3), where I is a relation (the separation relation) 
between collinear pairs of points, if the following holds: 
(a) SI, 82, Sa 
(b) P1, ... ,Ps 
(c) OI A1. A2 I Aa, A4-+ 1\ At # A1 
02 A, B I 0, D -+ B, A I 0, D A 0, D I A, B 
Oa 1\ At # A1 A ([f[l) (I\ At E l) -+ 
'*i i 
l~i. ;::::;;4 
-+ AI, A2 I Aa, A4 v AI, Aa I A2, A4 v AI, A4 I A2, Aa 
04 A, 0 I B, D A A, D I 0, E-+ A, D I B, E 
Os ([f[l) ([![AI) ... ([f[A4) (I\ A, E l A 1\ Ai # A1) 
i i*i 
06 AI, A2 I Aa, A4 A 1\ Ai E l A Swl A Swm A 1\ SAi n m= Bt-+ 
i i 
(order is invariant with respect to projection). 
We mention some results, for the proofs the reader is referred to Lie 
original paper of HEYTING [3]. 
For future use we define the relation I between unordered point-pai.·:;: 
Definition 21: A, B 10, D if A, B # 0, D and -..,(A, B I 0, D). 
The following theorem, well-known in classical projective geometry, 
holds here too : 
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Theorem 13: A, B! X, Y "A, B I Y, Z-+ A, B I X, Z. 
Proof: Remark that A, B I Y, Z implies Y # Z, so X # Y or X # Z. 
In both cases we can give the usual proof. 
Theorem 14: If A, Band 0, Dare harmonic pairs, then A, B I 0, D 
[3, p. 59]. 
Definition 22: Let P, Q and A lie apart from one another, then 
z={B I A, B I P, Q} is a segment. 
It is well-known that P and Q (P # Q) define exactly two segments 
!1 and !2 on PQ. Remark that Zl U !2 u {P, Q}=l need not be true. 
Theorem 15: Every segment contains (at least) countably many 
points, lying apart from each other. 
We shall now describe the construction of an order relation on an affine 
line [3, p. 63]. Let P, Q and E be mutually apart. z1 is the segment, 
determined by P, Q, to which E belongs, the other one is z2• 
We define: for A, BE z1 that A<B if P, B I A, Q. 
for A, B E !2 that A< B if P, A I B, Q. 
for A E z2, BE Zl that A<B. 
We still have to consider those points for which it is unknown whether 
they lie apart from P. 
Let X and Y be points of PQ, so that X# Y and Q #X, Y. Then 
one of them lies apart from P, say X# P. There exists a point R, lying 
apart from P, Q, X, Y. R E z1 v R E z2 [3, pag. 61]. R determines 
(like P) with Q two segments z1' and z2'. 
If R E z~, then Zl' = {S I S, p I R, Q}, 
if R E !2, then z2'={S IS, PI R, Q}. 
It was proved that the order relations, defined by the couples P, Q 
and R, Q agree on Zi n z/. 
We define the order relation between X and Y with respect to the 
couple R, Q. Thus we see that the order relation can be defined for all 
point-pairs, lying apart from each other and from Q. 
Definition 23: We say that a binary relation < on a species S 
is a pseudo-order relation if 
1) a<b-+ --, (b<a) A a =1= b 
2) a<b A b<c-+ a<c 
3) --,(a< b) A--, (b<a)-+ a=b 
4) a<b-+ (Vc) (a<c v c<b). 
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Example: the natural order relation in the species of real numbers is 
a pseudo-order relation [6, p. 106]. 
It is easily seen that the relation, we just introduced is a pseudo-order 
relation. 
10. Order and the ternary field 
It is clear from the above that the species of elements of a ternary 
field T of an ordered projective plane is pseudo-ordered. Of the two 
possible pseudo-orderings we choose that in which 0< I holds. We shall 
study the influence of the pseudo-ordering on T. 
Theorem 16: n<n' ~l/>(a,m,n) <lP(a,m,n') (compare [9, th. 7.3.1]}. 
Proof: We obtain <p(n)=lP(a,m,n) from n by projecting thrice, 
according to the definition of l/>. Since the cyclical order is invariant 
under projection, either the order is preserved or reversed. It is sufficient 
to show for one pair of points c, d that c<d implies <p(c)<<p(d). We first 
show: l/>(a,m,p)=OAl/>(a,m,O)=zAz#O~p,ziO, W (where W= 
=XY nOE). 
Consider the line l with equation y=lP(x, m, 0). 
R=l n XY. Then z=(OR naY) X nOW; 
O={R(X p n OY) naY} X nOW, so we find 
p={(aY n OX) R n OY}X nOW. 
Denote OR n aY by S. Considering the quadrangle OXYS we see that 
U =OX naY, R, V =OY nRU, T=XS nRU form a harmonic quadruple. 
So U, R I V, T. Projecting from X onto OW we see 0, W I p, z. 
Now z # 0 ~ p # 0 and p # 0 ~ p < 0 v 0 <p 
O<p ~ z<O or l/>(a, m, O)<l/>(a, m, p) 
p<O~O<z or l/>(a,m,p)<lP(a,m, 0). 
This does not finish the proof, for we have still to consider the case 
in which it is unknown whether a.m=lP(a, m, 0) # 0. 
Let x<O, then <p(O)<O v <p(O)>x. 
(i) <p(O) < 0 ~ <p(O) # 0, so a.m. # 0. Then the theorem is correct. 
(ii) <p(O) > x ~ <p(x} >X v <p(x) < <p(O) 
<p(x)>x ~a.m.# 0, as is clear by the definition of 9?· 
Again the theorem is correct. There remains <p(x) < <p(O). 
This finishes the proof. 
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Corollary: n<n' ~ x+n<x+n'. 
Theorem 17: x<x' ~ x+n<x' +n. 
The usual classical proof is applicable here. 
Theorem 18: If the lines [m1, n!], [mz, nz] intersect in the point 
(8, t) and m1 <mz, then 
(a) x>8 ~ t:P(x, m1, n1)<tP(x, mz, nz) 
(b) x < 8 ~ t:P(x, mr, n1) > t:P(x, mz, nz). 
Here too the classical proof can be used. 
Next we give a definition of a pseudo-ordered ternary field. 
Definition 24: A pseudo-ordered ternary field is an ordered 
quintuple (T, 0, 1, t:P, < ), where < is a pseudo-ordering on T, with the 
properties : 
(I) (a)-(g), (I) of theorem 8. 
(2) n<n' ~ t:P(a, m, n)<tP(a, m, n'). 
(3) If t:P(8, mr, n1) = t:P(8, mz, nz), then 
p > 8 A m1 < mz ~ t:P(p, m1, n1) < t:P(p, mz, nz) and 
p < 8 " m1 < mz ~ t:P(p, mr, n1) > t:P(p, mz, nz). 
The absence of # in the quintuple need not disturb us, since we define 
a # b as a< b v b <a. 
From (2) we readily conclude: 
Corollary 1: n<n' ~ x+n<x+n'. 
Corollary 2: n # n' ~ t:P(a, m, n) # t:P(a, m, n'). 
An immediate consequence of (3) is: 
Corollary 3: In a pseudo-ordered ternary field theorem 8, (h) holds. 
The next theorems present no specifically intuitionistic difficulties, so 
we have omitted the proofs. For a treatment from the classical point of 
view the reader is referred to [9]. 
Theorem 19: ml<mzAX>O~t:P(x,mr,n)<tP(x,mz,n) and 
m1 <mz "x<O ~ t:P(x, m1, n)>tP(x, mz, n). 
Corollary 1: m1 <mz A x<O ~ xm1>xmz and 
m1 <mz "x>O ~ xm1 <xmz. 
Corollary 2: x # 0 A m1 # mz ~ t:P(x, mr, n) # t:P(x, mz, n). 
Theorem 20: Xl<XzAm>O~t:P(xl,m,n)<tP(xz,m;n) and 
x1 <xz A m<O ~ t:P(x1, m, n)>tP(xz, m, n). 
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Corollary 1: x1 <X2 "m> 0-+ x1m<x2m and 
x1 <x2 "m< 0-+ x1m>x2m. 
Corollary 2: x1 # x2 "m # 0-+ <P(x1, m, n) # <P(x2, m, n). 
We easily derive : 
Corollary 3: An ordered ternary field contains (at least) countably 
many elements, lying apart from each other. 
We have showed by the way that the missing properties (h) and (k) 
of definition 17 are derivable here. 
Theorem 21: If<P(8,ml,nl)=<P(8,m2,n2)and<P(p,ml,nl)<<P(p,m2,n2), 
then either p > 8 " m1 < m2 or p < 8 " m1 > m2. 
11. Extending order to the projective plane 
Starting from a pseudo-ordered ternary field T, belonging to a pro-
jective plane ~, we shall introduce cyclical order in ~· The divergence 
of our theory of the corresponding classical theory is for a considerable 
part due to the fact that it is seriously to be doubted whether a pseudo-
ordering of an affine line can be extended to a cyclical ordering of its 
projective extension. Here is meant an affine line, considered as an 
independent structure, i.e. not imbedded in an affine plane. The problem 
of finding sufficient conditions for the problem, mentioned above is 
interesting in itself. 
In this paper considerable use is made of the properties of the whole 
plane in order to define cyclical order on a projective line. Several times 
we shall need the existence of a point (line) lying apart from a number 
of points (lines). The existence is then ensured by theorem 26. We shall 
not fully demonstrate the existence each time. 
Let ~ be a projective plane. 0, E, X, Y are chosen as usual. ~ is the 
affine plane determined by XY and Tis the ternary field of~ with respect 
to 0, E, X, Y. The ternary field is pseudo-ordered. 
Defining pseudo-order for affine lines we distinguish two cases. 
Definition 25: Let A and B be points with coordinates (a1, a2) 
and (b1, b2), A, B E l. 
(i) if Y wl, then we define A< B if a1 <b1 
(ii) if X wl, then we define A <:. B if a2 < b2. 
Theorem 22: If X, Ywl, then 
(VA) (VB) (A, BEl" A<B-+ A<:. B) v 
(VA) (VB) (A, BEl A A<B-+ B <:.A). 
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Proof: If X, Y wl, then l is of the first kind, i.e. l has an equation 
y=W(x, m, n) and moreover m>O v m<O. 
Let A=(at, a2), B=(bt, b2), A<B-+ at<bt. 
There are two cases: 
m> 0 A a1 < bt-+ W(at, m, n) < W(bt, m, n), 
or a2 < b2. Thus A <:: B. 
m< 0 A a1 < bt-+ W(at, m, n) > W(bt, m, n), 
or ~>b2. Thus A> B. 
Thus we see that if both < and <:: are defined, they either coincide 
or are opposed to each other. 
It would be natural now to introduce a betweenness relation in the 
affine plane. Since we are interested in the projective plane, we imme-
diately pass to the next stage, i.e. the introduction of the separation 
relation. 
Definition 26: Pt,PaiP2,P4 if P.,(l)<P.,<2l<Pn<sl<P .. <4l, where 
n is a permutation from the subgroup of @)4 generated by ~4 and (1,3). 
We also define the separation relation in the case that one of the four 
points is improper. 
Definition 26a: If Z EXY, thenP, R I Q, ZifP<Q<R v R<Q<P. 
In these definitions we can also replace < by <::. In the next theorem 
it is asserted that these two pseudo-orderings provide the same cyclical 
ordering. 
Theorem 23: If < and <:: are both defined on l, they define the 
same cyclical ordering. 
Proof: Apply theorem 22 and definition 26 (26a). 
Since at least one of the relations < and <:: is defined on a line l, we 
have defined the separation relation for all affine lines. 
Theorem 24: The cyclical ordering I is invariant under projection 
from any point Z of XY. 
Proof: If Z=Y, then the theorem holds trivially. 
(a) Next let Z be an improper point and Z # Y. Then all lines through 
Z are of the first kind. 
z E lt, z2, lt = [m, nt], Z2= [m, n2] and nl <n2. 
Let l* be a line of the first kind (i.3. l* = [ m *, n * ]) and m * # m. lt and l2 
both intersect l* : 
l* n lt=P=(pt,p2), l* n l2=Q=(q1, q2). 
P2=W(p~, m, nt)=W(pt, m*, n*), 
q2=$(q~, m,n2)=W(q~, m*,n*). 
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n1 < nz ---+ 4)(p~, m, n1) < 4)(p1, m, nz). 
4)(q~, m *, n *) = 4)(q1, m, nz) A 4)(p~, m *, n *) < 4)(p~, m, nz) ---+ 
---+ (p1>q1 Am* <m) v (PI <q1 Am* >m). (theorem 21). 
Thus, if m * > m, then the points are in the same pseudo-order relation 
as that of n1 and nz. If m * < m, then the relation between the points is 
opposite (we use < for the points). So by projecting from Z from a line 
of the first kind onto a line of the first kind the pseudo-ordering is either 
invariant or reversed. In both cases the cyclical ordering is invariant. 
(b) Let l* be of the second kind: l* = [ c]. 
P=l* n l1---+ P= (c, pz), 
Q=l* fl lz---+ Q=(c, qz). 
n1 <n2---+ 4)(c, m, n1) < 4)(c, m, n2) or p2<q2. 
This means P <::: Q. Here the pseudo-ordering is preserved, and there-
fore the cyclical ordering too. 
(c) Let it be unknown whether l* is of the first or second kind. P=l* fl z~, 
Q=l* n l2. Since Z1 and Z2 are parallel, we know P # Q. P # Q---+ 
P1 # q1 v p2 # q2. If PI # q~, then l* is of the first kind and then the 
cyclical ordering of the points on l* corresponds with the cyclical ordering 
of the lines through Z (being defined by the cyclical ordering of their 
second coordinates). 
Consider P2 # q2. Put R = (p1, 4)(p1, m, n2) ). 
n1 < n2 ---+ 4)(p1, m, n1) < 4)(p1, m, nz) or P2 < rz 
P2<r2 ---+ qz<rz v qz> P2· 
If q2 < r2, then qz # r2. q2 # r2 ---+ 4)(ql, m, nz) # 4)(pl, m, n2). 
From this we conclude q1 # Pl· As before, this means that the cyclical 
ordering is invariant. Resuming we see that if n1 < nz, the cyclical ordering 
is invariant or q2 > p2, i.e. P <::: Q. In the last case the cyclical ordering 
is again invariant. 
(d) Let it be unknown whether Z # Y. We project from the line a onto 
the line b. Zwa, b, consequently Z # Y or a and b are of the first kind. 
We treated the case Z # Y above, and thus suppose that a and b are of 
the first kind. 
Z E l1, Z2 and h # l2. Both lines are affine. h and l2 intersect a and b. 
P=l1 fl a, Q=lz fl a, R=h fl b, S=l2 fl b. 
Let P<Q, or P1 <q1. As h and l2 are parallel, we see that R # S. 
Since R and S are incident with a line of the first kind, this means r1 # 81. 
r1 # 81 ---+ r1 < 81 v r1 >81. 
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In the first case we see that Z2 is of the first kind and in the second case 
h is of the first kind. The problem is now reduced to Z # Y, i.e. the 
cyclical ordering is invariant. Our conclusion is: r1 < 81 or the cyclical 
ordering is invariant. In the first case the cyclical ordering is evidently 
invariant too. 
This finishes the proof of theorem 24. 
Theorem 25: (i) If A E l and < is the pseudo-order relation 
on Z, then there exist points P and Q on Z, so that P <A< Q. 
(ii) If A, BEl and < is the pseudo-order relation on l, and A< B, 
then there exists a point P on Z, so that A<P<B. 
Proof: Use theorem 20 corollary 3 and theorem 24. 
Remark: We may replace in the theorem < by <:::. 
Theorem 26: If A, B, and 0 lie apart from one another on an affine 
line l (one of them may be improper), then there exists a point P, so that 
A,PIB,O. 
Proof: Use theorem 25. 
One immediately verifies that the separation relation satisfies 0 1 --0 5• 
Though the verification can be a lengthy procedure it can every time be 
accomplished in a finite number of steps. We shall not go into this matter 
as it does not present any intuitionistic difficulties. 
The following theorem is known as the axiom of PASCH. We have 
formulated it in terms of separation rather then in terms of betweenness. 
Theorem 27: Let ABO be an affine triangle. 
BOn XY =M, OA n XY =M', AB n XY =M". l is a line so that 
A, B, Owl. l n BO=P, l n OA=P', l n AB=P". Then B, 0 I P, M 
implies either 0, A I P', M' or A, B I P", M", but not both. 
Proof: B, 0 I P, M-+ P # M. P # M ABO # XY-+ P is an affine 
point. Then l is an affine line. OAaAB-+ laOA v laAB, i.e. one of the 
points P' or P" is affine. 
Suppose that P' is an affine point, then the points 0, A, P', M' are 
apart from one another. Between the points 0, A, P' some pseudo-order 
relation exists, consequently the four points can be divided into two 
separating pairs. 
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We consider two cases: 
(i) C, A I P, M'. 
Suppose A, B I P", M". From P" # 111" and l # P"M" we derive 
M* =l n XY # M". Put Q=M*C nAB. Projecting from M*, we find 
by theorem 24: Q, A I P", M" and Q, B I P", M". Just as in classical 
geometry we derive a contradiction from these two propositions and 
A, B I P",M". So A, B)P",M". 
(ii) C, A l P', M'. Again l n XY =M*. Suppose for the moment 
M* # M". Then M*CaAB, say M*C n AB=Q. Projecting from M* we 
find by theorem 24: 
B, C I P, M--* B, Q I P", M"; C, A) P', M'--* Q, AlP", M". 
Combining these two results we find A, B I P", M". 
Now let it be unknown whether M* # M". ACaAB--* M* BaAC v 
v M* BaAB. If M* BaAB, then M* # M" and this case we have already 
treated. So suppose M* BaAC. Projecting from M* we find M, P I B, C--* 
--* M', P' I B', C where B' =M* B n AC. 
By (ii) we know that M', P' l A, C holds. M', P' l A, C 11M', P' I 
I C, B'--*M', P' I A, B'. This entails A# B'. A #B' 11AC #AB --*B'wAB. 
B'wAB --* M* B # M"B. M* B # _,_lf"B 11M" # B--* M"wM* B. 
M"wM* B--* M" # M*, here we are back again in the previous case. 
This finishes the proof. 
We shall now define a new relation between pointpairs. First we define 
the relation for points lying apart from each other, afterwards we extend 
the definition to all pairs. 
Definition 27: Let l be an affine line and let A and B be points, 
both lying outside l and XY, so that A #B. If AB n l=P and 
AB n XY =M then oz* (A, B) means A, B l P, M. 
It is clear that Oz*(A, B)--* Oz*(B, A). The relation Oz* is, however, 
neither reflexive nor transitive. To obtain a more suitable relation we 
proceed to 
Definition 27a: Let l be an affine line and A and B points, both 
lying outside l and XY. Then o1(A, B) means 
({f[P) (oz*(A, P) 11 oz*(B, P)). 
The relation Oz includes the relation oz*. Let oz*(A, B) hold, i.e. A, B l P,M. 
By a simple reasoning we derive from theorem 26 that there exists a 
point C, so that A, B I C, M. 
A, B I C, llf 11 A, B l P, M--* A, B I P, C. 
A, B I P, C --* A, C l P, B and A, B I C, M --* A, C l B, M. 
A, C) P, B 11 A, C l B, M--* A, C l P, M, i.e. oz*(A, C). 
Likewise o1*(B, C) holds, thus by definition: Oz(A, B). 
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Theorem 28: (lz is an equivalence relation on the species of all 
points outside l and XY. 
Proof: (1) (lz(A, A) is true. 
Choose a line a through A. an l=P, an XY =M. By theorem 26 
there exists a point B, so that P, B I A, M consequently P, M~! A, B. 
Thus by definition 27a (lz(A, A) holds. 
(2) (lz(A, B)-+ (lz(B, A) holds by definition. 
(3) (lz(A, B) A (lz(B, C) -+ (lz(A, C). 
We prove (3) in a number of steps. 
(3.1) (lz*(A, B) and (lz*(B, C) hold in the triangle ABC. 
BC n l=P, CAn l=P', AB n l=P"; BC n XY =M, CAn XY =M', 
ABnXY =M". By theorem 27 A, B ~ P", M" A B, C ~ P, M-+A, C ~ P', M', 
thus (lz*(A, C). 
(3.2) (lz*(A, B) and (lz*(B, C) hold and A, B and C are collinear and 
lie apart from one other. 
A, B l P, M A B, C ~ P, M-+ A, C ~ P, M, thus (lz*(A, C). 
(3.3) Let the points A, B and C lie mutually apart. Let it be unknown 
whether CwAB or not, then (lz*(A, C) A (lz*(B, C)-+ (lz*(A, B). 
There exists a line m through C, so that m # AB, AC, BC. Choose 
D and Eon m, so that C, D and E lie apart from each other and (lz*(C, D), 
(lz*(C, E). 
Then at least one of the points D and E lies outside AB (compare 
theorem 12), say DwAB. By these precautions D lies outside AB, BC, CA. 
Apply (3.1) in triangle ACD: (lz*(A, C) A (lz*(C, D)-+ (lz*(A, D) 
and in triangle BCD: (lz*(B, C) A (lz*(C, D)-+ (lz*(B, D), 
finally in triangle ABD: (lz*(A, D) A (lz*(B, D) -+ (lz*(A, B). 
Remark: (3.3) tells us that (jz(A, B) A A # B-+ (lz*(A, B). 
(3.4) (lz(A, B) A (lz(B, C) -+ (lz(A, C). 
We can find P and Q, so that for P and Q holds: (lz*(A, P), (lz*(B, P), 
(lz*(B, Q), (lz*(CQ). 
There exists a line m through P, so that m # CQ. Choose T Em, so 
that TwCQ, T #A, T # B and (lz*(P, T). We now apply a number of 
times (3.3). 
A # T A (lz*(A, P) A (lz*(P, T)-+ (lz*(A, T). 
B # T A (lz*(B, P) A (lz*(P, T)-+ (lz*(B, T), 
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T # Q"' ~z*(B, T) "'~z*(B, Q) ~ ~z*(T, Q), 
C # T"' ~z*(C, Q) "' ~z*(T, Q) ~ ~z*(C, T). 
Finally ~z*(A, T) "' ~z*(C, T) ~ ~z(A, C). 
This finishes the proof. 
Theorem 29: If A and B lie outside l and XY then ~z(A, B) v 
v-, ~z(A, B). 
Proof: Let V E XY, so that V # l n XY. Choose P1, P2 E A V, with 
the properties P1 # P2, B # P1, P2 and ~z*(A, P1), ~z*(A, P2). Since 
B # P1, P2, the lines P1B, P2B exist. A Val~ P1BaA V v P1Bal. If 
P1Bal, then P1B n XY # P1B n l. If P1BaA V, then BwA V. Thus 
BP1aBP2. This entails BP1al v BP2al. We have now ensured the existence 
of a point Pwith the properties P #A, B, ~z*(P, A), PB n l # PBnXY. 
Put PAn l=81, PAn XY =M1, PB n l=82, PB n XY =M2. By 
definition 27 either ~z*(P, B) or -, ~z*(P, B) holds. If ~z*(P, B) holds, 
then ~z(A, B) is true. If-, ~z*(P, B) holds, then P, B I 82, M2. ~z*(A, P) ~ 
~A, P! 81, M1. Projecting from the improper point T of l, we find 
A', P! 82, M2 (where A' is the projection of A). A', P! 82, M2 A P, B I 
I 82,M2 ~A', B I 82, M2. This entails A'# B. Choose C E AA', and let 
A' #C. C #A' n BA' # A'C ~ CwBA'. By the triangle axiom BwAA' 
holds, thus B #A. Then the line AB exists and projecting once more 
from T we find B, A I 83, M3 (where 83=AB n l, M3=AB n XY). This 
implies -, ~z*(A, B). Above we showed that ~~ and ~z* coincide if ~z* is 
defined, so -, ~z(A, B) holds. This finishes the proof. 
From the proof we also learn 
Corollary: -, ~z(A, B)~ A # B. 
Theorem 30: The relation ~~ determines exactly two equivalence-
classes. 
Proof: (a) theorem 26 entails that there are at least two equivalence-
classes. 
(b) It suffices by theorem 29 to prove 
-, ~z(A, B) "' -, ~z(B, C) ~ ~z(A, C). 
By the corollary we know that A # B, B #C. Let m be a line through 
A; m # AB, BC. Choose D on m, such that DwAB, BC and ~z*(D, A). 
Applying the axiom of Pasch to the triangle ABD we find ~z*(B, D). 
Applying the axiom of Pasch once more to the triangle BCD we find 
~z*(C, D). Finally ~z*(A, D) and ~z*(D, C) imply ~z(A, C). 
Theorem 31 : Let P, Q, R, 8 be mutually apart, affine points on a 
line l, and Tan affine point outside l, and p=PT, q=QT, r=RT, s=8T, 
then P, R I Q, 8 ~ (~a(P, R) "'-, ~s(P, R)) v (~s(P, R) "'-, ~a(P, R)). 
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The classical proof is applicable [9, th. 7, 4.8]. For shortness we define 
a new relation. This relation is defined under rather restrictive conditions. 
Definition 2 8: Let P, R, q, 8 be affine elements, so that P # R, 
q # 8, P, Rwq, 8, then 13qs(P, R) means (13q(P, R) 11-, 138(P, R)) v (138(P,R) 11 
II-, 13q(P, R)). 
We reformulate the conclusion of theorem 31: P, R I Q, S ++ l3q8(P, R). 
Theorem 32: Let P, Q, R, S, p, q, 8, T be given as in theorem 30; 
Let P' E p and P' # T, P'wXY, then 13qs(P, R)--+ 13qs(P', R). 
Proof: P' # T 11p # r--+ P'wr. P'wr--+ P' # R. 
Suppose -, 13q(P, R) 11 138(P, R). Put M =p n XY. As P'w8, we know 
that either I38(P, P') or -, I38(P, P'). We treat these cases separately: 
(i) I38 (P, P') II I38 (P, R)--+ I38 (P', R). 
It is clear that 138(P, P') --+ 13q(P, P'). 
13q(P, P') II -, l3q(P, R) --+ -, 13q(P', R) 
Combining (1) and (2) we find l3q8 (P', R). 
(ii) -, I38(P, P') II I38 (P, R)--+-, I38 (P', R) 
Again it is clear that -, I38 (P, P')--+ -, 13q(P, P') 
by theorem 29 13q(P, P') 11 13q(P, R)--+ 13q(P', R) 
Combining (3) and (4) we find l3q8(P', R). 
Likewise we treat the case l3q(P, R) 11 -, I38 (P, R). 
Since in all cases we find l3q8(P', R), the theorem is proved. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Theorem 33: If we project the affine points P, Q, R, S onto the 
affine points P', Q', R', S' from the affine centre T, then 
P, R I Q, S --+ P', R' I Q', S'. 
Proof: Apply theorem 31 and theorem 32. 
Remark: We can reformulate theorem 33, so that it holds even 
when some of the points are improper. 
Now at last we are able to define a separation relation on all lines of P. 
Since the new relation will be an extension of the relation we introduced 
in definition 26 and 26a, we will denote it by the same symbol. 
Definition 2 9: Let P, Q, R, S be four collinear points, lying apart 
from one another; l an affine line, so that P, Q, R, Swl; and T an affine 
point, so that TwPQ, l. Put P' =PT n l, .. . , S' =ST n l. Then P, R I Q, S 
if P', R' I Q', S'. 
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To justify this definition we remark that: 
(i) the relation is independent of the choice of l (by theorem 33); 
(ii) the relation is independent of the choice of T. 
Proof: (a) In the first place we shall consider the improper points. 
An improper point Z is called "of the first kind" if Z # Y. Suppose that 
P, Q, R, S are improper points of the first kind. By projecting P', Q', R', S' 
(on the affine line l) onto XY from T we define the separation relation: 
P', R' I Q', S'--+ P, Ri Q, S. Let mp, mq, mr, m8 be the first coordinates 
of the lines TP, TQ, TR, TS. A reasoning from classical geometry shows 
that bpr(Q, S) ~ mp, mr I mq, m8 • Combining this with definition 29 and 
theorem 31 we find P, R I Q, S ~ mp, mr I mq, m8 • Now it is clear that 
the definition is independent of the choice of T. 
If one of the points coincides with Y, then an analogous reasoning 
shows: P, R I Q, Y ~ mp < mq < mr v mr < mq < mp. Here the independence 
is also clear. 
If it is unknown whether all points are of the first kind, we proceed as 
follows. At least three of the points are of the first kind, say P, Q, 11. 
Let there be given P, R I Q, S (1). Projecting from an affine centre onto 
an affine line we find the affine points P", Q", R", S". 
Suppose P", R" l Q", S" (2). We know that P, R I Q, Y (3) v P, RlQ, Y (4). 
(I) and (4) imply P, Ri S, Y, thus S # Y. That case we considered before 
and led us toP", R" I Q", S". This contradiction eliminates (4). (3) implies 
P", R" I Q", Y" (5) (where Y" is the projection of Y). (5) and (2) entail 
P", R" IS", Y", thus S" # Y". Then S # Y also holds. We proved in that 
case that P", R" I Q", S", this contradicts (2), so ---, (P", R" l Q", S") 
holds, i.e. P", R" I Q", S". This fully justifies definition 29 for improper 
points. 
(b) If P, Q, R, S are affine then theorem 33 yields the independence. 
Let PQ be an affine line. Then at least three of the points are affine, 
say P, Q and R. PQ n XY = U. Projecting from a point T* we find 
P*, Q*, R*,S* and U* on l (remark that TUal vTUaTS, in the last case 
S # U, then by theorem 33 the independence is ensured). Considering 
U' =TU n l we observe that either P' R' I Q' U' or P' R' 1 Q' U' in 
' ' ' ' l ' ' 
the last case P', R' I Q', S' entails P', R' IS', U', so S' # U'. Then we 
know that S is an affine point, so the independence is proved. If 
P', R' I Q', U', then P*, R* I Q*, U* (by theorem 33, remark). For 
P*, Q*, R*, S* the following holds: P*, R* I Q*, S* or P*, R* l Q*, S*. 
Consider the last case: P*, R* l Q*, S* A P*, R* I Q*, U*--+ P*, R* iS*, U*. 
Then S* # U* holds, thus S # U, i.e. Sis affine. However, if S is affine, 
then we know that P*, R* { Q*, S* is contradictory. We conclude that 
P*, R* I Q*, S*. 
(c) Let it be unknown whether PQ is an affine line. P, Q, R, S, T and l 
are as in definition 29. 
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The improper points of TP, ... , TS are P, .... , S. Project P, Q, R, S, 
P, Q, R, S from a point T* onto l, so that the images of P, Q, R, S are 
affine. A simple reasoning shows that either the images of P, Q, R, S 
are affine or PQ is an affine line. The last case we considered above. The 
images are marked by an asterisk. We already know that P*,R* I Q*,S* (1). 
The points P*, Q*, R*, S* lie apart from each other, so P*, R* I Q*, S* 
(2) v P*, R* ~ Q*, S* (3). We shall derive a contradiction from the 
last formula. In the following reasoning we shall often use axiom S3• 
If we encounter one of the formulae P* # P*, ... , S* # S*, we know 
that the line PQ is affine. 
We then need only consider the other part of the disjunction. We 
frequently use this type of reasoning here, without fully motivating it. 
We may assume that P* # R*, Q*, S*, so 
r:, R* I Q*, S* (4) v P*, R* l Q*, S* 
(l) and (5) entail P* # P*, so consider (4). 
We may assume that R* # Q*, S*, so 
P*, R* I Q*, S* (6) v P*, R* l Q*, S* 
( 4) and (7) entail R* # R*, so consider (6). 
We may assume Q* # S*, so P*, R* I Q*, S* 
or P* R* 1 Q* S* 
' 1 ' 
(6) and (9) entail Q* # Q*, so consider (8). 
(5) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(8) and (3) entail S* # S*. This means that PQ is affine, and thus (3) 
is not true by (b). 
We have now, by the way, advanced as far as the invariance of cyclical 
ordering with respect to projection from affine points. To complete the 
proof of axiom Os we still consider projections with improper centre and 
with a centre which is not known to be affine. 
(,x) The centre of projection is improper. It is clear that the range and 
domain of the projection are affine lines. We have already proved the 
invariance in the case that all points are affine, or in the case that one 
of them is improper. In general three of the points lie outside XY. Let 
it be unknown whether SwXY. Put PQ n XY = U, projecting from l 
onto m we find the points P', Q', R', S', U'. Let be given P, R I Q, S. 
We may suppose P, R I Q, U (otherwise S would be affine, which we 
considered before). By theorem 24 P', R' I Q', U'. The points P', Q', R', S' 
are apart from one another and can be divided in separating pairs. 
Suppose P', R' ~ Q', S', then P', R' I Q', U' entails U' # S' thus S' is 
affine. As a consequence P', R' I Q', S', which contradicts P', R' l Q', S' 
so P', R' I Q', S' holds. 
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({3) It is unknown whether the centre is affine or improper. We use 
here the same kind of reasoning as in (c) above, i.e. each time we encounter 
a disjunction in which one part affirms that some element is affine, we 
need consider the other part only. Let T be the centre of projection and l 
and m domain and range respectively. We remark that T is affine or l 
and mare affine. The last case remains to be considered. P, Q, R, S E l; 
P', Q', R', S' Em and, as m is affine, at least three points are affine, say 
P', Q', R'. PT n XY =T*. Projecting with centre T* from l onto m we 
find P*, ... , S* as images of P, ... , S. Let be given P, R I Q, S, we want 
to prove P', R' I Q', S'. By (a) P*, R* I Q*, S* (1) holds. Suppose 
P', R'! Q', S' (2). 
We may assume P' # R*, Q*, S*, soP', R* I Q*, S* (3) v P', R* l Q*,S* 
(4). (1) and (4) entail, P' # P*, so consider (3). We may assume R' #Q*,S*, 
so P',R' I Q*,S* (5) vP',R'!Q*,S* (6). (3) and (6) entail R' #R*, so 
consider (5). We may assume Q' # S*, soP', R' I Q', S* (7) v P',R'l Q',S* 
(8). (5) and (8) entail Q' # Q*, so consider (7). Finally (2) and (7) entail 
S' # S*. A simple reasoning shows us that T' is affine if S' # S*. The 
results found above contradict (2), so ---, (P', R' l Q', S'), i.e. P', R' I Q', S'. 
We have now fully established the invariance of cyclical order under 
projection. 
Bearing in mind that the separation relation was introduced by means 
of the separation relation for affine points, it is obvious that the axioms 
01-0s hold. The proof of 06 we have just finished. By now we have 
reached our goal: 
Theorem 34: The pseudo-ordering of a ternary field T of a pro-
jective plane ~ can be extended to a cyclical ordering of ~· 
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